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RATING: ★★★★★ Bionic Turtle was one of the first suppliers of FRM training to instruct with video and electronic training tools. Founded by David Harper in 2004, the owner continues to write practical exam questions and test them on the world's most active FRM forum, developed by Bionic Turtle. The
company's goal is to provide high-quality materials at a reasonable price. A research planner, training notes, instructional videos, practical questions and a student forum provide a comprehensive package that prepares you for the FRM exam. PLUS 1. Training videos of Bionic Turtle videos focus on the
most important concepts and distill more complex topics, making them easier to understand. FRM requires a high level of quantitative skills. Many concepts are hard to understand without visual demonstrations, so the video will help you understand the material better. Its high-quality videos are colorful
and well designed. Complex concepts are explained by simple and clear language, and the yellow spotlight that moves over words and concepts helps to direct your attention to specific points. 2. Excellent study of materials His research planner will help you create a personalized plan and gives you an
easy way to bookmark resources. A research planner can also be found if you are looking for information on a specific topic. FRM training materials include daily questions, videos, learning tables, study notes, video focus reviews, quizzes, and practical questions. Free samples of all materials can be
found on the company's website. 3. The Bank's Big Database question practice contains thousands of practical questions that are constantly updated (often founder David Harper himself). You can find thousands of questions on the forum, or you can choose packaged sets of questions that come with
paid courses. Sets of questions in PDF kits. 4. Huge community forum you will have enough opportunities to connect with other FRM candidates thanks to the 30,000 community forum that Bionic Turtle is famous for. The BionicTurtle Forum, which has been in existence for 10 years, includes three main
sections: Office, Financial Risk Manager and FRM Practice Issues. The first two are free for everyone, but practical questions can only be accessed by subscribers. The District Office places ads and daily practical issues. The Financial Risk Manager includes a group of individual forums that cover basic
information about FRM and more specific areas of the forum on the individual components covered in the exam and how they are weighted. The forum frM Practice Question Forum (blocked before the purchase of the course) includes practical questions and solutions. 5. Price Bionic Turtle is one of the
most affordable FRM preparatory courses. Given the number of options and time allowed access to the program, Bionic Bionic courses offer the best overall value of the courses we have reviewed. You can also go to their discount page to send a request for an additional discount if you qualify (full-time
students who purchased another product from Bionic Turtle or another company). 6. Access for 1 year One of the most attractive features of the Bionic Turtle platform is that you get access to materials throughout the year. This should be more than enough time if you do a research plan and stick to it. A
three-month extension is also offered for the additional fee. I strongly recommend that you subscribe to Free-Trial to get a first-hand look at their training materials. MINUS 1. No Hard Copy Materials All training materials are available electronically and there is no way to buy a textbook in solid form.
Materials can be downloaded and printed, but this can be cumbersome. 2. Does not include all GARP curriculum Some resources and readings that appear in the GARP curriculum are not covered in the Bionic Turtle Training Courses. This is a conscious choice on the part of the company. Bionic Turtle
does not consider every reading in the GARP program because the FRM program includes so many concepts that there is no way that each concept will be tested on the exam. Readings also often vary from one exam to the next. Instead, Bionic Turtle focuses on the most important concepts and
practices. The ideal Bionic Turtle user offers an effective and effective review course for FRM customers who already have some experience in this area. If you have a lot of experience, bionic Turtle course may be the only resource you need. However, you can use basic GARP books and other
educational materials in addition to Bionic Turtle, especially if you are looking for a more comprehensive and comprehensive review that includes all the reading and concepts offered. In other words, if you're not so familiar with the topics and lack experience, you might prefer to supplement the Bionic
Turtle course review with other tutorials. My suggestions for students who enrolled in one of the Bionic Turtle Review courses are highly rated for materials and give the company a lot of credit for helping them pass THE FRM exams. The forum is a great resource that you should check out. There is a
huge amount of information about the exam, research hints, practice questions, and other helpful strategies that will surely cover everything. Research notes and videos are also excellent and will really help you focus on the concepts that matter most. I highly recommend this course for those who have a
good foundation and are serious about taking the FRM exam on the first try! GO TO BIONIC TURTLE I look back lovingly on simpler days I was preparing for the FRM Level 1 exam over a decade ago. The pleasure of this memory can certainly be attributed to nostalgia of nostalgia Because I can assure
you that then, I was a nervous wreck! The big recession just hit, and jobs were scarce for business and finance graduates. The economy was collapsing, investment banks went bankrupt, and businesses became increasingly risk-prone. Does this situation remind you of something? History repeats itself
and for someone interested in risk management, that might just be a good thing. You can see that the demand for risk managers and certified FRMs has started to grow rapidly after the last crisis. Banks, corporations, hedge funds and even governments need to better manage their risk. And as the
current crisis (or the inevitable future) develops, a similar trend can be expected. Corporate and sovereign balance sheets are stressed, investments are on hold, money is poured back into safe haven assets like the dollar and bonds. This is a time when risk managers are thriving and FRM is by far the
best risk certification for this. Why do you need an FRM preparatory course? When I was in business school, almost everyone interested in finance was taking CFA or FRM exams to get that added benefit. And almost everyone used the preparatory course. It just makes sense for several reasons: You
save a lot of time as you all condescendingly into good readable pieces for you. The recommended readings are too extensive and it will take you a lot longer to go through them and you may lose sight of what has to do with the clean up exam. They also make things easy for you. Most of these packages
come with beginner friendly instruction videos that make it easier for you and help you better understand the topics. The FRM curriculum is not the easiest, so additional help is appreciated. Finally, they increase your chances of success. By providing you with a laser-focused training plan, these
preparatory courses make sure you focus on what is important to clear the exam. You will also get access to quizzes, mock exams, resume topics, etc. that all come together to better prepare you for the final test. Considering all these factors and my own experience of getting the FRM designation, Bionic
Turtle is my best bet. It gives you what you need and at an exceptionally reasonable price. Check out Bionic Turtle PricesWhy do I recommend Bionic Turtle?1. The best course of MaterialBionic Turtle has been around for a long time and they focus solely on the FRM exam. This means that they have
perfected their course material over the past 15 years, and each iteration is better than the last one. All relevant topics are covered and explained in sufficient detail to make it suitable for audiences at all skill levels2. Great VideosThe video content is where this course really shines. If you At the time, this
is the absolute best way to quickly get up to speed. Make sure you buy the right package that includes the video. It's not easy to make educational education booze is decent (just ask your professor), but I believe that BT is doing closer than most others on this front. They widely use examples and
infographics to get a point across, and this also makes the content more digestible. I recommend you watch a few of their videos to get a feel for their style and teaching philosophy. Like this one. ForumsOne of the best and unique features that you get access to through Bionic Turtle are forums. And the
forums are actually ACTIVE and full of fellow risk busters trying to earn FRM. You can ask questions here, find motivation, discuss schedules and do all that other things with like-minded people that really just acts as a power multiplier. Looking back on my career and based on student feedback, I feel
that the right motivation is a very underrated aspect that students tend to ignore. It can really make or break your career. Image: Photo of discussions on bionic Turtle forums.4. Interactive quizzes and Mock ExamsMost people swear the importance of mock exams will really cement your learning and
confidence building before actual exams. Mock quizzes and exams is certainly an important aspect of strengthening learning and BT is doing pretty well on that front. Interactive quizzes are designed to simulate the real conditions of testing, basically forming a view of the pressure of time5. Value and
PricingThe courses are very reasonably priced for what they offer. I feel the time savings only make them not head-meow at their current price. Most people taking FRM already have a job or are in college and are usually pressed on time. If you don't have much time left before the exam, the value of this
course increases even more! Finally, the difference between cleaning an exam or having to reappear next year, can set you back career-wise and obviously the financial costs associated with it. Bionic Turtle also offers discounts for low-income countries, students, veterans, etc., so I suggest you check
that out to see if you qualify. Check out Bionic Turtle Prices As a package to choose from? Bionic Turtle offers three packages - Basic, advanced and professional. I highly recommend you get at least an extended package because of the videos as they are really the best feature of the course. If you're
sure you don't need a video, you can go for the basics. Professional gives you even more videos and training tables (Excel or online) that are definitely worth it for advanced users. Additional videos provide a quick additional overview of the course material. While spreadsheets help improve quantitative
learning for the FRM exam. Getting Part 1'2 it is also cheaper than getting them separately. I recommend you use this discount and get a bundle because you'll need this course even more for Level 2. And don't worry, you'll get updated material if any updates are made in the interim. Temporary.
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